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Phonology 
The study of language’s sound systems 

 how they are organised  how they vary  how they are manipulated

 
 

Segmental Level 

 

1. Phonemes and Allophones 

 Phonolgy: A puzzle 

Glottal Stop in English 

 describe its articulation phonetically: (ʔ) 

 describe its distribution phonologically: in some sense, the GS replaces (t) BUT not all types! 

o may replace t in: po(t), po(tt)y; but not in: top, potato (may only replace 1 t in potato but not both!) 

As well as describing sounds, we need to puzzle out their 

o distribution: where can (ʔ) occur in English? organisation: how do (t)and (ʔ) relate to each other in E? 

 

1.1. Sound Systems; sound inventories and patterns 

Many speech sounds can be produced by humans. 

Each LAN uses a subset of possible sounds and a different inventory of sounds 

e.g. F has no dental fricatives: [θ] [ð] (th)  E has no nasalised vowels: [ ] (cinq (similar to ä)) [ ] (un (similar to ö)) 
 

Each language also has a different inventory of sound patterns, or a different way of combining sounds to 

make words, e.g. sp/st/sk mustn’t be at the beginning of a Spanish word, but can be there in English! 

English Spanish (spaniʃ) state (steit) school (sku:l) 

Spanish español (espaŋol) estado (estado) escuela (eskwela) 
 

Sound inventories and patterns are:  known unconsciously by native speakers  stored in the brain 

 different for each language = they are language-specific (i.e. accent/dialect-specific!) 

The aim of phonology: discover these inventories and sound patterns, and describe them systematically 

 

1.2. Sound Categories 

Each language has a set of distinctive linguistic sound categories, called phonemes 

A phoneme is the smallest full sound segment which makes a meaningful distinction between words. 
 

1.2.A. Minimal Pairs (separate phonemes, contrast) 

Minimal Pairs are used to demonstrate that 2 phones constitute 2 separate phonemes in the LAN (these sounds 

are in contrast with each other). To establish contrast, examine the distribution of sounds in words and 

compare word meanings – by the minimal pair test.  

A minimal pair consists of 2 forms with distinct meanings that differ by only one segment found in the same 

position in each form (e.g. sip and zip). The phonetic context in which a sound occurs is called its environment; 

pairs that have segments in an identical environments are called minimal pairs (for sip and zip it’s (#_ip)) 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_postalveolar_fricative
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 Minimal Pair Test (in Parallel Distribution) 

this is two words in a language which 1) differ in just one sound segment 2) also have different meanings 

e.g. (big) and (pig) (3 phonemes) are MPs; if you use (b) instead of (p) or vice versa, you get a different word 

i.e. (b) and (p) can occur in the same place (they are in parallel distribution) and they can be used to signify a 

difference in meaning. This means that (b) and (p) belong to different sound categories/phonemes 

Use slashes to bracket phonemes! /b/ /p/                        (glottal stop can’t signal a difference! = not a phoneme!) 

 

 Finding Minimal Pairs 

o To find minimal pairs, we need to consider the phonological environment of a segment; this is the other 

sound segments which appear near it and the position of the segment in a word 

o Phonological Environment – e.g. of the segment (p) in the word ‘pig’ 

(#_ig); the hash # denotes a word boundary; the underscore_ represents the (p) segment we’re interested in 

o In this environment (#_ig) we find a contrast between the segments (p) and (b); therefore, they belong to 

different phonemes. In a minimal pair test, the phonological environment should be identical. 

 

 Accidental Gaps 

 No language makes use of all its possible combinations of segments 

 There are always some “possible words” which don’t actually exist 

 (lan) and (θan) are possible English words  (ŋan) isn’t a possible word 

 

 Why bother with phonemes? 

Not all of the sounds of English can form a phoneme in their own right 

Not all of the consonants or vowels of English can occur in the same environment as all other consonants/vowels 

Phonemes can be realised in different ways in different environments – sth you’ve probably never noticed... 

 

 Language Specific Contrasts 

Sounds that are contrastive in one language will not necessarily be contrastive in another. 

For example, in Turkish “ben” and “ban” stands for I; they cannot hear the difference in pronunciation, so it’s 

not distinctive for them. (also see “Free Variation” – Japanese (l vs r)) 

So in every language are many sounds that never contrast: 

 

 

1.2.B. Phonetically Variation  btw segments 

 

contrast (SAME environment); Minimal Pair (contrast) Different Phonemes (Parallel Distribution) 

no contrast (DIFFERENT environment); 

     systematic, predictable from phonetic environment, then allophones are in Complementary Distribution 

no contrast; If they are neither a minimal pair nor predictable, the segments are in Free Variation 
 

Exercise P variation: Say the following phrases aloud, paying attention to the N sounds in the middle of each phrase – 

what is their place of articulation? 1. in a (in ə) 2. in the (in  ð) 3. the men think (ðə mΣn   θiŋk) 4. the men do (ðə mΣn du:) 

(stick your tongue out in 2+3 = dental nasals; preparing mouth for the next sound (dental th) 
 

Segments are affected and altered by the phonetic characteristics of neighbouring elements or by the larger 

phonological context. Patterns of variation exhibited by noncontrastive sounds: 
 

Some phonetic variation is an automatic consequence of the phonological environment in which a phoneme 

finds itself  It is systematic and predictable  It forms a phonological pattern 

dental (n ) occurs before dental fricatives  alveolar (n) occurs everywhere else 
 

Exercise: Phonetic Variation: Say the following phrases aloud, pay attention to the T sounds. Put your hand in front of 

your mouth, how much air is coming out? is there are difference? 

t
(h)

op, stop, t
(h)

ie, sty: there’s a difference in the amount of air coming out 

t
h
 = aspiration = considerable amount of air. t = normal amount of air. contrast but don’t make a difference in meaning of a 

word! Distribution of Variants: (t
h
) occurs at the start of a word. (t) occurs after (s) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
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1.2.B.1. Phonemes and Allophones (CD or FV) 

When two/more segments are phonetically distinct but phonologically the same, they are referred to as 

allophones (predictable variants; variants/realisations of a phoneme) of one phoneme (contrastive phonological unit). 

Representation between phonemes and their allophones: 
 

 
English speakers intuitively treat allophones, e.g. both sounds of t – so t and t

h
 – as variations (allophones) of the 

same phonological category, that is, of the phoneme /t/. Traditionally, it would be argued that if a word with [t] 
was interchanged with [t

h
] and vice versa, they would still be perceived by native speakers as "the same" /t/. 

Allophones occur in complementary distribution (use this fact for testing whether/not two/more segments should 

be considered to be allophones of one phoneme. 

 

 Complementary Distribution 
 

e.g. in English, not all ls are the same. 

voiced voiceless 

(blu) blue (klir) clear 

(slip) slip (plej) play 

so the ls in English never contrast; there are no minimal pairs. More precisely, the voiced/voiceless ls vary 

systematically, their appearance is predictable: voiceless (l)s occur after voiceless stops, voiced (l)s never 

occur after voiceless stops.  The voicelessness of the voiceless ls is thus a consequence of their phonetic 

environment! Since voiced (l) never occurs in the same phonetic environment as a voiceless one, and vice 

versa, the two variants of l are in complementary distribution. 

In spite of the differences in their phonetic environments, native speakers consider the two ls to be of the same 

segment, since they are not contrastive. So they are phonetically distinct but phonologically the same – 

allophones! 

 

Summary complementary distribution  

 if the phonetic difference btw two sounds is systematic and predictable, i.e. 

o they never contrast – substituting one sound for the other does not result in a different meaning 

o their distributions (the environments in which they occur) are completely different; (where one 

occurs the other allophone doesn’t and vice versa) 
 

Parallel vs Complementary Distribution: FOR EXAMPLE 

Superman and Clark: look similar: Complementary Distribution: They never appear in the same place 

together; they are two versions of the same thing (2 allophones of 1 phoneme, e.g. n and n  ) 
Superman and Lois Lane: don’t look similar: Parallel Distribution: They appear in the same place together; 

they are two different things (e.g. b and t) 

 

 Free Variation 

Japanese /r/ 

 it has several variants, including  alveolar tap (ɾ)  lateral approximant (l) (e.g. heart = (kokoro) OR (kokolo)) 

 The different variants do NOT signal different meanings! 

 The variation is NOT predictable from the phonetic context! 

 Japanese people can’t hear the difference (which would be parallel distribution) 

 The allophones are not in complementary distribution, but in FREE VARIATION 

 You would say [l] and [r] are allophones of the same phoneme, in this case 

 

/l/ 

 (l) 

/ 

(l) 

phonemic representation (phoneme) – 
use the one that occurs in more environments 

(abstract unit of contrast in LAN) 

phonetic representation (allophones) 

(E-realisation; ways of pronunciation) after voiceless stop elsewhere 

/n/ 

 (n) 

/ 

(n ) 

/t/ 

 (t) 

/ 

(th) 
(the glottal stop is a third 

allophone for many speakers) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_approximant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_approximant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
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SUMMARY: Phonemes 

 Every language uses different sounds, and different patterns of sounds 

 Every language has a number of abstract sound categories, called phonemes which can be identified by 

finding minimal pairs 

SUMMARY: Allophones 

 Every phoneme can have a number of phonetically similar variants, called allophones 

 Phonemes are sound categories 

 Allophones are subcategories of phonemes whose distribution is predictable in some way 

Allophones – 2 different kinds 

 Allophones in complementary distribution (occur in particular phonetic environments) 

 Allophones in free variation (can occur anywhere) 

 

 Describing Allophonic Variation – to describe allophonic variation, we need to: 

 work out the phonetic environment in which each allophone occurs 

 describe these distributions as succinctly and clearly as possible 

 say whether the allophones are in complementary distribution or free variation 

 

 Describing AV in Korean 

(l)  phonetic environment (r)  phonetic environment 

(kal) it will go (a_#) (iɾɯmi) name (i_ɯ) 

(kɯnɯl) shad (ɯ_#) (kiɾi) road (i_i) 

(ilkop) seven (i_k) (kɯɾɘm) then (ɯ_ɘ) 

(onɯlppɘm)ω tonight (ɯ_p) (kaɾiɾo) to the street (a_i) (i_o) 

(pal) leg (a_#) (uɾi) we (u_i) 

(p
h
al) arm (a_#) (saɾam) person (a_a) 

 (l) occurs before consonants, and at the ends of words 

 (r) occurs between vowels 

 (are the allophones in complementary distribution or free variation?) 

(look for generalisation to predict when you get r/l (before consonant r, end l. test it by looking at r. distribution 

is describable, predictable. organised in classical phonology.) 

 

Language Specificity 

 Phonemes and allophones are language specific 

 E, Jap. and Korean have R-sounds and L-sounds – but the status of these segments depends on the LAN! 

o l in English, (l) and (ɹ) can make minimal pairs (e.g. leaf (li:f) and reef (ɹi:f) – 

in parallel distribution. They belong to DIFFERENT PHONEMES 

o In Japanese, (l) and (ɾ) do not contrast, and their occurrence is not predictable. 

Allophones in FREE VARIATION 

o In Korean, (l) and (ɾ) donot contrast, but their occurrence is predictable. 

Allophones in COMPLEMENTARY DISTRIBUTION. 

 

 Describing AV, English 

(c
h
) phonetic environment (k

h
)  phonetic environment 

(c
h
il) kill (#_i) (k

h
u:l) cool (#_u:) 

(c
h
 i:) key (#_i:) (k

hɒpi) copy (#_ɒ) 

(c
h ɱ) king (#_i) (k

h
oul) coal (#_ou) 

(c
hɛpt) kept (#_ɛ) (k

h
a:ki) khaki (#_ɑ:) 

 (c
h
) occurs before front vowels; (k

h
) occurs before back vowels 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_approximant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_approximant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labiodental_nasal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_unrounded_vowel
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 AV in Setswana 

(l)  phonetic environment (d)  phonetic environment 

(lefifi) darkness (#_e) (feedi) sweeper (e_i) 

(xobala) to read (a_a) (khudu) tortoise (u_u) 

(molɔmo) mouth (o_ɔ) (mosadi) woman (a_i) 

(loleme) tongue (#_o) 

(o_e) 

(podi) goat (o_i) 

 (l) before mid and low vowels; (d) before high vowels 

 are (l) and (d) in complementary distribution or free variation? 

 

 

 Types of Transcription 

o A phonetic (or narrow) transcription tries to come close to articulation in speech. Each sound has a 

different symbol. 

o A phonetic (or broad) transcription shows only relevant functional differences. Each phoneme has a 

different symbol 

 

different phonemes have different symbols: 

English Phonetic Phonemic 

leaf (li:f) /lif/ 

reef (ɹi:f) /rif/ 

different allophones of the same phoneme are written with the same symbol: 

English Phonetic Phonemic 

kill (c
h
il) /kil/ 

cool (k
h
u:l) /kul/ 

 

Korean Phonetic Phonemic 

seven (ilkop) /ilkop/ 

to the street (kariro) /kalilo/ 

 

 

Summary: the Phonemic Principle 

 different sounds are realisations of the SAME phoneme if 

o they are in complementary distribution 

o they are phonetically similar 

 different sounds are realisations of DIFFERENT phonemes if 

o they are in parallel distribution 

o they may serve to signal a semantic difference 

 different sounds are realisations of the same phoneme in free variation if 

o they are in parallel distribution 

o BUT they DO NOT serve to signal a semantic difference 

 

Variation can be described using phonological rules which are ideally: 

 as general as possible 

 as succinct as possible 

 

Phonetic transcriptions render each sound with a different symbol 

Phonemic transcriptions render each phoneme with a different symbol 

- so allophones of a single phoneme have the same symbol 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_approximant
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Subsegmental Level 
 

2. Rules, Natural Classes and Features 

e.g. in English, the voiceless (r) occurs after voiceless stops, while the voiced (r) occurs elsewhere. So there is an /r/ phoneme with (at 

least) 2 allophones (voiced, voiceless) – this patterns like the allophones of /l/! The phonemes /r/ and /l/ both belong the same class of 

sound: liquids – so we can state a general fact about English; liquids have voiceless allophones after voiceless stops, and voiced 

allophones elsewhere. The contrasting glides /j/ and /w/ pattern like liquids, so we can extend our general statement: liquids and glides 

have voiceless allophones after voiceless stops, and voiced allophones elsewhere. (consider the fact that liquids and glides all belong to 

the same phonetic class = non-nasal sonorant consonants, we can understand why they pattern similarly). 

 

2.1. Expressing generalisations as rules 

The phonological rule for this is written like this: /t/  [t
H
] / #_ 

in E, there’s the phoneme /t/ and there are allophones  sometimes realised as th; that happens at the 

beginning of a word 

NB this includes the following implicitly, too: /t/  [t] / (elsewhere) 

 

2.1.A. Generalising Phonological Rules 

 In English, the phoneme /t/ has (at least) two allophones: [t
H
] occurs at the beginning of words  [t] occurs 

after [s]. /t/  [t
H
] / #_. If you can, you should generalise this rule! 

 Exactly the same allophonic variation happens with /p/ and /k/ 

(all voiceless stops)  

 Phonology prizes rules which generalise; if several segments are involved in a phonological process in 

exactly the same way, we should aim to write one rule which succinctly expresses the single 

generalisation /p,t,k/  [p
H
,t

H
,k

H
] / #_ (note, however, that this rule isn’t very general) (doesn’t say 

that all voicless plosive phonemes are involved; nothing in this rule stops us from writing (p,t,d/  

(p
H
,t

H
,a

H
) (which is wrong in term s of the data!) 

 

2.1.B. Natural Classes 

 the phonemes /p/, /t/ and /k/ have in common that they are all voiceless stops 

 The phonemes /p/, /t/ and /k/ form a natural class of voiceless stops 

Natural classes are groups of segments which function together phonologically in rules 

 Ideally we would be able to formally express what it is that they have in common 

 Stops and fricatives (and affricates) form a natural class, collectively known as obstruents 

 Other sounds (not stops and fricatives) are called sonorants 

 

 Dutch voicing - can we recognise a pattern in terms of the voicing of segments in Dutch? 

singular plural  

(lɛif) (lɛivɘ) body 

hœys) (hœyzɘ) house 

(la:x) (laɤɘ) layer 

(mɔf) (mɔfɘ) muff 

(klap) (klapɘ) bang 

(man) (manɘ) man 

(spɛl) (spɛlɘ) game 

 German fricatives - is there a pattern to the distribution of [] and [x] in German? 

(ç)  (x)  

(ʁi: çt) riecht (na:x) nach 

(niçt) nicht (dɔxt) Docht 

(pɛç) Pech (ho:x) hoch 

(by: çlain) Büchlein (buxt) Bucht 

(hø:çst) höchst (aʊx) auch 

(th)  (t)  

(#_ɒ) top (s_ɒ) stop 

(#_ai) tie (s_ai) sty 

(#_ɛ) tennis (s_ɹ) string 

(phɒt) pot (spɒt) spot 

(khɒt) cot (skɒt) scot 

stops and fricatives are devoiced at the ends of words; other consonants 

are not (mɔf/e – voicing doesn’t change!) (also: some fricatives + stops are 

alternating; some not! they become voiced in plural segment before 

front/central segment!) – think in terms of Devoicing (not voicing); 

(/v/ = (f), (v)... /f/ = (f) )- so the underlying form is the PLURAL 

(not the singular form as we’d assume!). Restrict this to fricatives + stops  

In Dutch, obstruents are devoiced at the ends of words; sonorants aren’t 
(there are never voiced obstruants in Dutsch, German, Russian...) 

[ç] occurs following front, high vowels and [x] occurs elsewhere 
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2.1.B.1. Expressing natural classes using Distinctive Features 

 We have seen that consonants and vowels fall into natural classes, e.g. 

o stops o obstruents o voiced segments o front high vowels 

 This can be expressed phonologically by recognising a set of ‘distinctive features’ (=to generalise rules!) 

from which segments can be made up 

 

 Example Distinctive Features 

 /t/ may be specified as: 

o  [–continuant] (+no closure, -closure complete) 

o  [+coronal] (+made at middle of roof of mouth) 

o  [–voice] 

o  [–nasal] 

o  [–lateral] 

… 

 /i/ may be specified as: 

o  [+continuant] 

o  [+syllabic] (+can function as a vowel) 

o  [+front] 

o  [+high] 

o  [–round] 

... 

 Using Distinctive Features 

 Replaces IPA labels (precise vocabulary) 

 In this way, phonological generalisations can be stated more succinctly, e.g. 

[–continuant]  [+spread glottis]  /  #_  

[–voice] 

 How many distinctive features are there? 

o The course textbook gives this list for consonants: 

 
(-consonant = half-way between consonant and vowel, e.g. difference between (w) and (u) is only some lip rounding, they’re practically the same) 

 How could we expressing the generalisation about voicing in Dutch using features? 

[+consonantal]   [–voice] / _# 

[–sonorant] 

 How could we expressing the generalisation about fricative place in German using features? 

/x/ [ç]  / _[+front] 

     [+high] 

 

Summary 

 Segments tend to pattern in groups in phonological rules in the languages of the world 

 These groups are natural classes 

Distinctive features are used to express 

 What the classes have in common 

 What ‘changes’ in a phonological rule 

features are used to specifiy why p,t,k become 

ph,th,kh (instead of writing /p,t,k/(ph,th,kh)/#_  

you only pick out –continuant and –voiced, which 

are in E only these three. spread glottis = aspiration 
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Supersegmental Level 

 

3. Phonotactics and Syllabification 

A. Phonotactics 

Languages have constraints on 

 the sound segments they use 

 how they are organised into phonemes 

 the sequences of segments allowed – Phonotactics describes these sequential constraints! 

 

A.1. Phonotactic Constraints: Vowels 

Hungarian allows structures with up to five consecutive vowels (fiɔie:i) (his son’s things) 

Czech allows structures without any vowels at all (syllabic r) (smrt) (death) (vlk) (wolf) (strtʃ prst skrs krk) 

 

A.2. Phonotactic Constraints: Consonants 

Maori allows only one consonant at the beginning of a word (vs E: st) (wahine) (woman) 

Polish allows long word-initial consonant clusters (vzglɔt) (respect) (vzdrignow) (he flinched) 

Georgian allows very long word-initial consonant clusters (mts’vrtneli) (trainer) (gvbrdgvni) (you tear us apart) 

 

A.3. Some English Phonotactic 

/p/ /t/ /k/ /f/ /θ/ /s/ /ʃ/ /tʃ/ /x/ /m/ /n/ /ŋ/b/ /d/ /g/ /v/ /ð/ /z/ /ʒ/ /dʒ/ /j/ /w/ /r/ /l/ /h/ 

These don’t occur word-initially: ŋ (velar nasal), ʒ (but borrowed words, e.g. French ‘genre’) 

Most 2-consonant clusters are not valid (e.g. (mk), (dp) ). Those are allowed: sp, sk, st (e.g. stupid) 

3-consonant clusters: str, stj, stw, str (e.g. string) 

 

A.4. Gaps 

 The phonotactics of a language specify which words are allowed. 

 Words which are possible, but don’t actually exist in a language, are accidental gaps. 

 Words which are not possible at all are systematic gaps. 

 

Exercise, accidental or systematic gaps (in English)? These words do not exist in English. 

(grʌkt) = accidental gap  (splik) = accidental gap  (bmit) = system. gap  (dlɘ) = system. gap 

 

A.1. Phonotactic Rules – about the structures into which segments can be organised 

The most common structures is the syllable 

It is common to find that different ranges of segments can be used in different positions in the syllable 

Clusters like (bmit) are not valid word-initially, but they are valid if split into different syllables (sʌ.bmit) 

 

A.1.1. Consonant Clusters 

initial medial 

*(dlɘ) (sadlɘ) 

*bmit) (sʌbmit) 

 

also; since there is no tl or nl in E, we need to make syllable boundaries: t.l n.l 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velar_nasal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velar_nasal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
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B. Syllabification; Suprasegmental Rules 

Phonotactic Rules work at a level higher than the segment – very often this is at the level of the syllable. 

How do we work out what syllable structure a word has: Syllabification 
 

B.1. Syllable Structure 

Each syllable contains: 

 an onset (optional)  a nucleus (always! crucial! e.g. I)  a coda (optional) 
  syllables which have a coda = closed 

  have  no coda (end in a vowel) = open 
 

B.2. Syllabification 

How do you syllabify words? 

 Each syllable needs a nucleus, typically inhabited by vowels. 

 If given a choice, consonants will inhabit onsets, rather than codas. 

 What’s permissible in onset and coda can be seen from 

word boundaries. 

 

Exercise: syllabify the word conscript 

 
 

Exercise 2: allophonic variation in /t/ in one dialect (Honeybone) 
(t

h
) environment (t) environment (ʔ) environment 

(t
hɒp) (#_ɒ) (stɒp) (s_ɒ) (aʔləs) (a_l) 

top  stop  atlas  

(bit
h
wi:n) (i_w) (mstɛp) (s_ɛ) (wiʔnəs) (i_n) 

between  instep  withness  
 

Syllabification 

      
 

Suprasegmental Environments - The position in the syllable is crucial! 

 

B.3. Suprasegmental – Allophonic Conditioning 

Allophonic variation can also be conditioned suprasegmentally 

In this case, the conditioning factor is the position in the syllable where the allophone occurs. 
 unaspirated (t) occurs after (s)  aspirated (th) occurs syllable-initially  glottal stop (ʔ) occurs syllable-finally 

 

Summary 

 Phonotactics refers to the allowable sequences of sounds in a language 

o Phonotactic rules work above the level of the segment, often at the syllable level 

 Syllables contain: 

o an optional onset 

o an obligatory rhyme 

 a syllabic nucleus  an optional coda 

(t
h
) (t) (ʔ) 

(#._ɒ) (.s_ɒ) (a_l) 

(i._w) (.s_ɛ) (i_.n) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_stop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_stop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_stop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_stop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_stop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
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4. Stress and Tone 

A. Stress 

 Suprasegmentals 

Many languages differentiate between stressed an unstressed syllables. Stress affects whole syllables rather than 

individual segments! 

Stressed syllables have greater auditory prominence than their neighbours. 

 length  loudness  pitch (tone) 

A stressed syllable is likely to be longer, louder and marked by a movement in pitch. 

 

A.1. Stressed syllables 

When a word is spoken in isolation, a pitch accent is placed on the stress – the stressed syllable is more 

prominent than the others. 

Stress is illustrated in transcriptions with a superscript before the onset of the syllable. music = (‘mju:.zik) 
 

Exercise, where is the stress? 

radio ('ɹei.di.ou) linguistics (liŋ.'gwi.stiks) 

pretend (pɹi.'t
hɛnd) research ('ɹi:.sɜ:tʃ) / (ɹi.'sɜ:tʃ) 

happiness ('ha.pi-nəs) kilometre ('k
h
i.lə.mi:.tə) / (k

h
i.'lə.mi:.tə) 

 

A.2. Unstressed syllables 

Syllables without stress are unstressed syllables. In English, they often have the schwa vowel: (ə) 

e.g. again (ə’gen), complete (kəm’pli:t); Bedlinda (bəl’ində) 

 

A.3. Primary and secondary stress 

 In words with 2 or 3 syllables, there is usually just on stressed syllable – the primary stress. 

 In longer words, more than one syllable may be stressed. 

o The most prominently stressed syllable is the primary stress and the others secondary stresses. 

o Secondary stress is marked by a subscript before the onset of the syllable, e.g. indivisibility 

(  ֽ in.də.  ֽ vi.zə. 'bi.lə.ti) 

 

A.4. Stress patterns 

Unlike English, many languages have fixed stress – most/all words are stressed on the same syllable; there is a 

clear pattern in such systems 

The most common places for fixed stress language to place stress are: 

 the first syllable  the last syllable  the  penultimate syllable (second from end) 
 

A.4.1. Fixed initial stress 

In Czech, words are stressed on the initial syllable. When a prefix is added, the stress stays on the first syllable. 

('ma.so) (meat) ('sɛm) (I am)  ('sta.li) (they stood) 

('bɛ.zma.si) (meatless) ('nɛj.sɛm) (I am not) ('na.sta.li) (they got up) 
 

A.4.2. Fixed final stress 

In Turkish, all words are stressed on the final syllable. Turkish is agglutinative, with lots of suffixes. Even when 

multiple suffixes are added, the stress keeps on moving to stay on the final syllable. 

(o.'tel) (hotel) (a.'dam) (man) 

(o.tel.ler.'den) (hotels+) (a.dam.lar.'um) (man+) 
 

A.4.3. Fixed penultimate stress 

in Welsh, most words have stress on the penultimate syllable. When a suffix is added, the stress shifts to stay on 

the penultimate syllable. EG 

('mə.nið) (mountain) ('əs.gɔl) (school) ('ɫə.gɔd) (mice) 

(mə.'ni.ðɔið) (mountain) (əs.'gɔl.jɔn) (schools) (ɫə.'gɔd.en) (mouse) 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_postalveolar_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velarized_alveolar_lateral_approximant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velarized_alveolar_lateral_approximant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
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A.4.4. Variable Stress 

 In other languages (e.g. Russian), there are no general rules and each word has its own pattern. 

 Words in Catalan for example can be stressed on the final, penultimate or antepenultimate syllable. 
Final Penultimate Antepenultimate 

(kə.'laʃ) (bə.rə.'ʒa.ßəm) (de.'mɔ.krə.tə) 

drawer we mixed democrat 

 

A.4.4.1. Syllable weight 

In many variable stress languages, there is a preference for the stress to fall on certain types of syllables. 

This also provides a pattern for a stress system. 

These are normally analysed in terms of syllable weight – heavy syllables and light syllables. Only the rhyme 

is relevant in determining syllable weight. 

a heavy syllable contains 

 a long vowel 

 a diphthong 

 a consonant cluster in the coda 

a light syllable contains 

 a short vowel 

 a coda with just one consonant *or no coda at all) 

 
Exercise; syllable weight: Are the final syllables in these English verbs heavy or light? Where does the stress fall? 

believe heavy last syllable edit light first syllable 

depart heavy last syllable listen light first syllable 

resign heavy last syllable 

 

A.4.4.2. Stress and word class 

In variable-stress languages, stress can also depend on the lexical category of a word (i.e. the word class determine stress) 

Exercise; stress and word class verb noun 

record (ɹi.'kɔ:d) ('ɹɛ.kɔ:d) 

refuse (ri.'fju:z) ('ɹɛ.fj:s) 

project (pɹə.'dʒɛkt) ('pɹə.dʒɛkt) 

 

A.5. Lexical Tone 

 Stress LAN can use pitch for syllable prominence (high pitch: mu-; low pitch: -sic) 

 Tone LAN use differences in pitch to indicate differences in meaning 

o In such languages, tones are phonological features (Tai, Norwegian, Mandarin...) 

o E.g. in Mandarin, there are four tones. 
http://www.phonetics.ucla.edu/course/chapter10/chinese/chinese.html 

 

Summary 

 Pitch, length and loudness can be used by languages in a number of ways 

 In stress systems, they can be used to mark the prominence of a syllable 

 The patterns of stress assignment can be governed by such factors as: 
o syllable weight, word class, fixed patterns o other factors can also be involved, such as morphology 

 Languages can also use pitch to make lexical contrasts, in tone systems 

 

Phonology – overall summary 
Phonology investigates the range of patterns that can exist in the sound systems of languages. In order to do this 

 we need to investigate contrast and predictability in the organisation of phonetic segments into phonemes 

(which we can describe using phonological rules) 

 we need to investigate the subsegmental level in order to describe and recognise distinctive features 

 we need to investigate the suprasegmental level in order to understand syllable structure, stress 

assignment and tone 

 

high, level (mā) mother  

high, rising (má) hemp  

falling, rising (mǎ) horse  

high, falling (mà) scold 
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